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Additional measures to reduce subsidences during shield tunneling 

in Duisburg-Meiderich

Travaux supplementaires pour la reduction des deformations du sol pendant le creusement 

en bouclier a Duisburg-Meiderich

Bernard Maidl -  R uhr-Universit&t Bochum, G erma ny 

Herbert Huwar -  Tiefbauamt D uisburg, S tadthaus, G erm any

ABSTRACT: Ground movements occuring as settlements or even uplifts can be minimised by the corresponding shield concepts. 

However, it is problematic for a slurry shield to cope with alluvial layers as the bentonite suspension may drain off. This event took place 

while the tunnel tubes for the contract section from Duisburg-Duissem to Duisburg-Meiderich were driven.

The far-reaching bentonite pad which then forms makes a secure support o f the drift face impossible. The resulting settlements thus 

stipulated additional demands to the construction method, which could be fulfilled by a securing concept. This provided for a preceeding 

soil consolidation from the surface.

Furthermore the hindrances to the driving by agglutinations o f the clayey soil at the cutting wheel and in the excavation chamber are 

dealt with. Finally the change o f the planned construction method during crossing of the Ruhr is explained and the problems arising when 

driving tunnels in mixed soils with the EPB-principle are dealt with in.

RESUME: Des mouvements du sol en forme de tassement ou meme de soulevements peuvent etre minimes par des boucliers 

correspondants. Un bouclier avec un front de taille a pression de liquide le trouve quand meme difficile de maitriser des couches de 

grenaille parce que la suspension de bentonite peut s’ecouler. On avait constate une telle situation peudant l’avancement des tunneliers 

pour le lot d’adjudication de Duisburg-Duissem a Duisburg-Meiderich.

Par consequent, apres l’expansion de la bentonite, la couche de la bentonite n ’etait plus capable de rendre un fort appui au front de 

taille. A cause des tassements consecutifs il avait fallu qu’on change la methode d’exploitation; un changement qui pouvoit etre accompli 

par une mesure de stabilisation: la stabilisation du sol au ciment provenant de la surface.

Ensuite on expliquera quelques difficultes pendant l’avancement, par exemple les zones de colmatage de l’argile qui s’attache a le tete 

coupante et a la chambre d ’extractation. Enfin on expliquera les changements dans la methode d’exploitation effectues pendant le 

creusement-sous de la Ruhr (au quel on travaille en moment) aussi bien que les problemes qui se posent lors de l’avancement du tunnels 

au travail au bouclier avec air comprime dans les sols aux couches differentes de boue.

1 INTRODUCTION

Even modem shield tunnelling can only fulfill the demands of 

tunnelling imperceptible at the surface through additional 

measures.

Loosening and stress shifting according to the arising kind of 

ground and bedding around the void lead to ground movements, 

which show as subsidence or even as heave at the surface. 

However, there are possibilities to counteract. Modem shield 

tunnelling allows for a minimization o f the ground movements 

passed on to the surface to that extend that damages on buildings 

at the surface as well as on cables and sewers can widely be 

avoided.

2 PROJECT

Here, the shield construction route in Duisburg is presented as an 

example. It is a contract section from Duisburg-Duissem to 

Duisburg-Meiderich including a section below the port of 

Duisburg. The subway Duisburg is part o f the Rhein-Ruhr 

subway network. The tunnels in the town centre have been 

completed and are now in use in the form of a four-track system.

The East-West route with a connection to Miilhein will first 

only be used as a mere tramway. The North-South route towards 

Diisseldorf is in use with the platform and the subway being on 

one level.

Under construction is the section between Duissem and 

Duisburg-Meiderich. A further prolongation towards Hambom is 

planned, to replace the tramway to Dinslaken by a modem 

subway. About 40 % of Duisburg’s inhabitants live north o f the 

Ruhr.

The section to Meiderich underruns first the Ruhr and the 

Rhein-Heme-Kanal and later the port o f Duisburg. Afterwards

Figure 1. Representation of the contract section TA 7/8a

Meiderich, a part o f the town, has to be underrun for a length of 

1.5 km. The whole project includes a length of 3.6 km. The route 

selection o f this line, which could be chosen independantly o f the 

buildings, due to shield tunnelling, reduces the time o f travelling 

from Meiderich to the town centre by a third and makes a direct 

link to the population centres possible.
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3 GEOLOGY

During planning the basic ground characteristics were known due 

to exploratory drillings along the route. The drillings were made 

with alternating distances o f about 50-80 m and to a depth o f 35 

m. The project area is, geologically speaking, a borderline area of 

the slate mountains near the river Rhine, were the paleozoic rock 

is overlapped discordantly by mesozoic rocks o f the Munster 

cretaceous basin and by tertiary layers. This is covered by a 

complete layer o f quaternary terrace sediments o f Rhine and 

Ruhr. In the mouth area o f the Ruhr, these sediments have 

constantly been restacked in recent times so that the sediments o f 

the rivers Ruhr and Rhine are completely irregular and are hardly 

separably stacked.
For tunnelling the deeper layers o f the carbon are without 

importance. The overlying layers are cut across in the course o f 

the passing o f the Ruhr and the port. The tertiary layers o f the 

lower and upper oligocene which lie discordantly on the chalk are 

especially unpleasant. The layers o f the Quaternary Period lie 

above them.
The area from the roof to the false floor are embankments 

close to the surface and meadow clay respectively, quaternary 

sands and gravels, extremely silty Walsum fine sand, Hamborn 

clay and Hamborn fine sand. Below this lie the chalk silts with 

and without laminar sand structures as well as cretaceous sands.

Quaternary sand and gravel layers in situ follow the lower 

embankments and the meadow clays o f the surface as alternating 

gravel and sand layers. A depiction by a representative grain-size 

distribution curve is not possible. The densities are very 

inconsistent and values between medium and loose were found. 

In spot checks also single-grain parts o f sand were found, which, 

below the groundwater, are in danger o f flows to a large extent.

The quaternary layers have a thickness o f altogether about 12 

m. In the lower part o f these quaternary sands and gravels, large 

stones and blocks can be found in a zone with a thickness o f 1.5 

m. Side lengths o f up to 40 cm are given in the expert ground 

report, larger blocks, however, cannot be excluded at the base of 

the quaternary zone.

However, also above this alluvial layer, stone layers were 

repeatedly crossed over the complete area o f the sand-gravel- 

layers in the course o f the ground examination. They can also be 

interpreted as alluvial layers for which a local assignment 

according to plan is not possible.

The stiff Hamborn clay with a large share of fine grains is 

problematic for a shield drive. The Walsum fine sand has 

significant shares o f silt, but can be classified as unproblematic 

otherwise.
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4 HYDROLOGY

As Rhine and Ruhr are nearby and due to the high permeability o f 

the quaternary layers the ground water level communicates with 

the water levels o f these two rivers The groundwater level nearly 

reaches the surface o f the terrain when the high-water levels o f 

the Rhine are large. The shield drives are all performed below this 

ground-water level.

5 COMPETITIVE TENDER ACTION AND AWARD

Tenders for drivings with slurry face were invited for the 

complete section o f the drive. The stations and the area o f the rail 

changes, with was used as a working shaft, were produced in the 

cut and cover method by slurry walls.

While an earth-pressure balanced shield or rather the shotcrete 

method were under discussion for the southern section in the area 

of the cretaceous silts and sands, only the use of a shield with a 

slurry face, i.e. a hydroshield, was possible for the northern 

section. A double-track solution with two parallel drives and an 

outer diameter o f 6.5 m was chosen. Altogether 6,200 m o f tunnel 

had to be driven by shield tunnelling.

In the northern section the shield had to cross the Meiderich 

district. The distance to the foundations of the buildings above is 

one diameter. Only directly west o f the station „Aui dem Damm“ 

a building had to be secured by groutings because the distance to 

the foundations could not be kept.

The buildings in place are two and four-storey buildings, 

usually with ceilings o f reinforced concrete but also baulks.

The contractor combination Ruhrtunnel Meiderich (RTM) of 

the companies Hochtief AG, Ziiblin AG, Walter Dau und 

Heitkamp was engaged to carry out the works.

6 ADAPTATION OF THE MACHINE CONCEPT TO THE 

GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

The requirements for tunnelling machines have been layed down 

as follows:

• hydraulic supported drift face

• dimensioning of the stone crusher to a fixed size of the 

stone i. e. a length of the edge o f 500 mm

• grouting o f the shield tail via four grouting pipes

• specific volume and pressure relation o f the single 

grouting pipes

Requirements resulting from the geological and hydrological 

conditions as well as from the site soile related additional 

measures were as follows:

• preceeding soil stabilization in the area from the roof to 

the sidewalls

•  soil drainage (via fan-shaped vacuum lances) in front o f 

the face

The constructional additional measures to master the demands 

due to be dealt with, were additionally taken into consideration 

during the performance of the shield tunelling. Thus a mixshield 

was chosen, which could be applied as a hydroshield as well as an 

earth-pressure balanced shield.

Thus, the snield was designed in such a way that by a change 

of the cutter section a conversion to an Earth Pressure Balanced 

Shield (EPBS) was possible. The EPB-principle.was meant to be 

applied during the crossing o f the Ruhr, basing on the special 

proposal o f the contractor combination. However, the joint 

venture finally decided not to practise the conversion and to drive 

with a slurry face according to the invitation of tenders.

As a pre-securing measure the shield was equipped with 

devices which made injections from within the shield room 

possible. Thus, a drilling and grouting device can be installed at 

the erector. The shield skin had been equipped with injection 

openings and closing possibilities around the roof and the 

sidewalls. Through these drillings passages preceeding drillings 

for a fan-shaped umbrella injection can be produced. An adapter 

device makes a fast assembly of the necessary drilling device

Figure 3. Combined shield for operation with slurry and with 

earth pressure

Fig. 4. Arrangement o f injection openings and the drilling device 

at the segment erector via adapter

onto the erector head possible.

Comprehensive measuring and data programs for the machine 

accompanied the tunnelling work.

However, during construction further demands to the 

construction method were coming up which had to be met to 

avoid great settlements and thus damages on builings. Therefore 

measures were taken to improve the ground conditions. These 

were carried out from the surface.
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G a b e ls b e r g e r
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Figure 5. Ground plan of the building Schniiranstrafie 27 with shield

7 MEASUREMENTS FOR SOIL CONDITIONING

By the examination drillings which had been carried out during 

the planning phase, concentrated deposits o f coarse gravel and 

stone with a diameter o f 30 to 50 cm had been found in some 

parts o f quaternary gravels and sands. For the shield drive in these 

areas the content o f bentonite in the slurry was increased 

correspondingly.

While the first tube was driven, a high loss o f bentonite was 

noticed on 26th April in 1995 when ring no.266 was driven. The 

shield had already crossed the row of houses. Due to the loud 

noise the driving was stopped at night after the ring had been fit 

in. Due to the heavy knocking a boulder was suspected there.

Carefully, the following ring no.267 was driven from 6.00 a.m. 

onwards with further high bentonite losses. The cutting edge 

stood directly before the next row o f houses SchiiranstraBe. 

Directly before the cutting edge a percussion penetration testing 

could be carried out in the shield axis. The percussion probe 

entered the ground without any significant resistance. At the same 

time bentonite escaped at the surface o f the terrain. The 

supporting pressure was thus reduced from 1.6 to 1.35 bar. 

Probings directly above the shield and the tunnels, however, 

showed normal values so that a grund loss could be excluded.

Besides, settlements and also uplifts were found at the 

buildings left and right o f the shield axis. Uplifts o f 100 mm were 

found at garages which were about 13 m behind to the side o f the 

axis.
The gable o f the neighbouring house, which was at risk, was 

secured with 27 cement injections. 4.5 t o f injection material 

could be applied with nearly no pressure at all.

Directly before the houses on the east side o f the Gabelsberger 

Strafle bentonite appeared at the surface, still being in the area of 

the street. The houses located before the drift face showed first 

settlements. Especially an extension situated beside the tunnel 

axis was extremely affected by settlements o f 30 mm. At the 

same time a further significant loss o f bentonite was recorded.

At this point o f time the upper edge of the shield machine was 

about 9.00 m beneath the surface of the street, the groundwater 

level was at 4.5 m, the foundation depth of the buildings was 

around 2.5 m.

Figure 6. Spatial development o f the settlement area

As it is usual in situations like these, it is difficult at the 

beginning to get a comprising overview over all observations. 

Thus a scenario, which comprises all observations and makes it 

possible to find the cause which is most likely, is hard to 

construct.
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Cutting such a layer o f coarse gravel also explains the 

knocking sound o f the cutting wheel. If  such a layer o f coarse 

gravel is cut, the bentonite film does not form at the face and no 

balance to the earth pressure can be produced. The stability is no 

longer guaranteed. I f  layers o f coarse gravel within the face are 

cut like that, larger parts o f stone break away. Due to that, ground 

loss and thus settlements occur.
The described occurences at the face cannot be realized 

immediately during shield cutting.

It was very important to initiate a safety program to be able to 

continue shield tunnelling below the buildings and to exlude the 

possibility that such dramatic occurances could take place again.

A consequence o f these events was the elaboration o f an 

appropiate additional security concept for the further necessary 

house undercuts in the area o f coarse gravel layers. The pre-soil 

solidification o f the coarse gravel layers with the soil fracturing 

method was chosen to fill the pore space and to prevent the drain 

o f the bentonite suspension. Drillings have been made from the 

surface and gasket pipes have been installed in order to make a 

repeated increase o f pressure possible. The gaskets had a grout- 

hole distance of 33 mm, which made it possible to inject the areas 

o f the coarse gravel layers below the buildings and above the 

tunnel axis with a mixture o f cement and insulating material.

Thus, a greater loss o f slurry could be prevented and a safer 

support o f the face could be guaranteed. In the further course of 

the driving, building undercuts could be made with minor 
settlements without any problems.

8 ADAPTATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION WORK DUE 

TO AGGLUTINATIONS AND WEARINGS

To ascend an area with water-saturated plastic clays led to the 

appearance o f strong agglutinations on the cutterwheel, on the 

submerged wall, the excavation chamber and in the areas before 

the stone crusher, up to the total blockage o f the conveyor 

facilities. The sticky material had to be removed by hand in 

several interventions unter compressed air. Additional installation 

o f bentonite nozzles and the introduction of a higher suspensions 

pressure did not lead to satisfying results. Furthermore, different 

soil formations in the tunnel cross section did lead to large signs 

o f wear. The driving caused massive signs of wear on the drill 

bits and the cutter arms. After repairing these damages, the 

overcutter was sheared off after a few metres o f heading.

Figure 7. Pre-soil solification o f the coarse gravel layers

B 27 2  B 1 6 0

Figure. 8. Tunnel cross section in the area o f the quaternary and 

tertiary layers

At first a single disturbance o f the soil form outside was 

suspected. The theory of a bomb crater was as untenable as that o f 

a bentonite draining into an unknown canal system or gallery.

The single logical explanation was that the bentonite drainage 

across a layer o f coarse gravel und thus the formation o f a larger 

bentonite pad in the ground.
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ZDBUN

Figure 9. Cutterhead Duisburg, 1st design

Figure 10. Cutterhead Duisburg, 2nd design

Figure 11. Principle o f earth pressure support

After descending the tunnel shield into the excavation pit 

“Bahnhof A uf dem Damm“ the whole extend o f the damages 

causes became visible. In the area o f the cutting edge, the shield 

skin had been reduced up to 60 mm due to the wear. The wear of 

the wall thickness o f the shield skin, which only occured at the 

inner wall, amounted up to 36 mm. The outer wall o f the shield 

skin only showed some grooves, which point to metallical contact 

and influence of foreign obstacles.

The signs o f wear described, were caused by the introduction 

o f gravel into the silt with clay, by the excavation operation by 

creating a mixture increasing the wear. It abrased the drill bits, 

the pick box, the spokesends o f the cutterwheel and the shield 

skin extremely. The following constructive changes were made at 

the cutterwheel for the driving of the second northern tube, 

because of the experiences:

•  The cutterwheel was equipped with spade type cutting 

knifes, which were arranged on the outside o f the cutterhead.

• The closed area o f the cutting wheel’s centre was broken 

up. Together with the star-like centre cutter, the ring-like 

arranged spokes made an unhindered draining away of the 

material possible, considering the maximal size of the grains to 

extract.

•  The front gate was reduced in size and brought into line 

with the stone crusher which lies behind it.

•  The parts o f the spokesends, the cutting edge and the 

submerged wall which are exposed to wear are given an 

attachment o f hard alloy.

•  The capacity o f the separation plant was increased from 750 

m3/h to 1000 m3/h.
The rightness o f the constructive changes made was confirmed 

when ascending the second tube.

9 CHANGE OF THE PLANNED CONSTRUCTION METHOD

In the context o f a special request it was originally planned to 

drive the area where the river Ruhr is underrun with an Earth 

Pressure Balanced Shield (EPBS). The separation of the soil 

which is hydraulically to be conveyed from the support and 

transport medium bentonite necessary for a slurry shield was 

regarded as problematic. The finely grained chalky silts and clays 

offered good conditions for the use o f an EPBS. Due to the fact 

that the gradient o f the southern roadway section, which is a 

connection to the existing subway network, runs again in between 

the gravel and sand layers o f the Quaternary Period, additional 

measures were necessary for the earth pressure works to 

guarantee a reduction of pressure in the screw conveyor. A soil 

conditioning by foam injection was therefore planned in this area.

When following the principle o f earth pressure balanced 

support the instable drift face is supported by the excavated soil. 

The excavation chamber is therefore filled with plastic semi-solid 

earth along the whole cavity profile. This earth slurry consists the 

excavated soil and the necessary conditioning compounds 

according to the ground conditions. The current pressure o f the 

earth slurry is directly measured in the excavation chamber and 

skimmed with the calculated pressure for the current place of 

heading by the interaction o f the speed o f the soil excavation and 

the speed o f the push cylinders.

A fundamental requirement for a driving which is to work 

according to the earth pressure principle is a soil conditioning 

adapted to the existing ground conditions. The demands made for 

soil conditioning are sometimes contrary according to their 

purpose. The solution to fulfill these demands can therefore only 

be a compromise. The consistency o f the earth slurry is to be soft 

to stiff for sealing the screw conveyor, to reduce the 

adhasiveness it is to be pulpy to soft and in opposition to this it 

has to be solid until the depository.

Beside these basic demands the conditioning with foam must 

have to be variable according to the changes in the homogeneity 

of the excavated soil, to realize a load-bearing capacity of the 

exposed water- and earth pressure and a continuous ground 

movement.

The unpredictable inset o f additional measures to master 

mixed soils with the EPB principle is connected with a possible 

problematic depository o f the excavated material, but some open

Water p ressu re '

..... In ....... .[.■............
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questions o f a secure face support with a simultaneous drift o f 

clayey soils with many permeable alternated beddings o f the 

quaternary layers made the joint venture arrange for an 

underrunning o f the river Ruhr by two tunnel tubes with a 

hydroshield instead o f the planned EPBS. Important were here the 

experiences made with the headings drifted so far with a good 

driving performance with the modified hydroshield.

10 SUMMARY

Ground movements like settlements or even uplifts can be 

minimised by the corresponding shield concepts.

Problems arise with the slurry shield through alluvial layers, as 

a secure face support by the bentonite suspension draining off and 

the formation of a rambling bentonite pad can no longer be 

guaranteed. Settlement which had arisen like that demanded 

supplementary requirements on the construction method, which 

could be fulfilled with an additional support concept.

The concept scheduled additional measures in the form of 

fanlike drillings and a following injection o f solid material 

through gasket pipes. This allowed a pre-ground conditioning 

which was carried out from the surface. Thus, they had no impact 

on the heading process and the buildings nearby could be 

undercut without any problems.

Furthermore, the further heading hindrances by agglutinations 

of the clayey soil at the cutterhead and in the excavation chamber 

are dealt with. The integration o f gravel into the silt with clay by 

the excavation process caused considerable wearings. Due to that 

fact a modification o f the hydroshield was carried out, which 

made a successful performance in this area possible when the 

second tube was driven.

Finally, the change of the planned construction method during 

the current Ruhr-crossing is explained. The difficulties arising 

during the driving of tunnels in mixed soils with the EPB- 

principle, which requires additional measures, are dealt with.
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